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EXHIBITS
From Coastal Maryland to
the World: A Celebration
in Images of Salisbury
University Students
Studying Around the
World: This exhibit of
student travel photos is in
the GAC 1st-floor lobby and
will be available through
December 17.
Out of the Box: The
Archives at the Nabb
Research Center:
This exhibit shows off the
wide variety of materials
that can be found in the
Nabb Research Center,
which includes University
Archives and Special
Collections. Come see
some really neat items! In
the Thompson Gallery on
the GAC 4th floor through
December 17.
Handmade Thinking: This
exhibit in the Dr. Ernie Bond
Curriculum Resource Center
(Conway 226) displays the
work of students in Dr. Brian
Flores’ REED 518 class. The
students used a “visual
thinking” approach to illustrate
concepts from their reading.
Through most of fall
semester.

Textbooks on Reserve
We have textbooks for various courses on
reserve at the Library Service Desk. You can
find a list at the Library Service Desk or you
can search by course from our online reserve
page at https://tinyurl.com/SUreserves. Please
keep in mind that these are physical textbooks.
To comply with federal law, we are not able to
circulate access cards for electronic resources
that your instructors may require or that came
with the textbooks. And we typically only have the main textbook for a course,
not the supplementary readings. But if you can’t afford the textbook or you find
yourself with some free time between classes and want to do some work but
didn’t bring your textbook with you, feel free to check out a textbook on reserve.

Working on a Paper? We Can Help!
We know October is when you really start contemplating the how you’re going
to research and write that paper your professor assigned. Keep in mind that
you can find help in the GAC:
Library Guides—The Libraries have research guides for all departments
and many individual courses that help you find subject-specific
databases and other resources. You can find these on the Libraries
home page—salisbury.edu/libraries/--just scroll down to Library Guides.
Research Help—You can also ask for help finding sources or figuring
out how to use databases or other resources at the Research Help
Desk, which is the left side of the Library Service Desk on the 1st floor
of the GAC.
Writing Help—The University Writing Center can help you revise your
paper and whip it into good shape before you turn it in. It’s on the 2nd
floor of the GAC.

Did You Know?

As you eat your Halloween candy, you might enjoy
knowing you are not alone. Worldwide, candy sales are expected to hit about
$285 billion by 2025. The biggest candy maker in the world is Mars, but
Hershey’s is actually the biggest maker of chocolate candy in North America.
You can learn this and much more about the candy industry in the Business
Market Research Collection, available in our A-to-Z Database list.
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